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Studying abroad
in reverse

ap out the D

Geology professor
Peter Gorsevski leaves
today on a Fullbright

By Kriatan Zanz
Reporter

scholarship for his native
land of Macedonia
|Pag«5

Golden Globe
picks of 2007
News staffers pick
among the best and the
brightest films of 2007
citing "No Country For

BowlingGreen State University
has been chosen by the
Department of Energy Joint
Genome Institute to participate in the Microbial Genome
Annotation research program,
being one of 12 institutes
across the nation that have
been chosen to partake.
The research project, otherwise known as Biology 352:
Laboratory in Genetics, will

allow students the opportunity to computationally map
the DNA of a genome, conduct
experiments to test their findings, and publish their work.
Each institution works individually toannotate400 proteins
of the Ammonifex Digensii KC4
genome found in hot springs.
At the end of the semester the
work of each institute will be put
together to form a fully annotated genome.
"This is an opportunity to do
something other students at the

moment are not doing," said Paul
Morris, instructor of the class.
The course, which differs
from wet-based lab courses,
is strictly web-based. The first
weeks introduce the student
to genomic databases and different kinds of tools used to
analyze genomes.
The computer links proteins
to those with similar traits.
However, this is sometimes not
done accurately.
Proteins may start out linked
correctly but may be tracked

too far and then the students
are responsible for ensuring the
accuracy of the information the
database categorizes.
"There comes a certain point
where it only sort of looks like
something else," Morris said.
"Our job is to manually annotate. We look at the computer
predictions and determine if
they are correct."
Tabbitha Estep, a biology premed major, said the project is
great experience and will look
great on her resume.

"I think this course would
help me in the future because
you're working on something
that has not been worked on
before. Everything you're seeing
and doing you're the first one,
and that's a really big deal."
Estep said her previous biology instructor mentioned the
class is a lot more work than
what the credit value is, but that
didn't deter her.
"Who knows what the expeSee GENOME | Page 2

Old Men" as a top choice
| Pag.8

India presents the
world's cheapest
automobile
Tata Motors launched the
52,500 Nano yesterday at
the 9th annual Auto Expo

Cleaning up Cla-Zel Alert

BG-»

k Three natives hope to breathe life into the historical theater

in New Delhi. The car
might yield a revolution

By Scott Rcckcr
Reporter

like the Mcxfel T | Page 5

University hopes

^ An old venue will be given new life, new ideas, and a new look by three Bowling Green
. natives.
Andy Halleck, Tony Dishop and a silent partner purchased the Cla-Zel Theater on
December 1,2007 from a group of local investors, who bought the theater in 2000
in an attempt to preserve the historical landmark. By acquiring a non-profit 501
(c)3 corporation status, the local investors were able to collect private donations and tax-deductible memberships.
When the local investors bought the theater in 2000, they tried to
resurrect it as a movie house but it failed to attract customers, said
group board member Richard Newlove.
Halleck said one of the reasons they purchased the Cla-Zel was
sentimental value.
He was a theater regular while growing up and he
even had his first date with his wife there when he
was in the ninth grade,
"We bought it because we have an attachment
to I be place," Halleck said." It has just been basically going downhill for years."
Another reason was the
challenge.
"We are all three entrepreneurs, and we enjoy a
challenge and we enjoy
being self employed,"
Halleck said.

Resolutions may
be a moot point
Columnist Ally Blankartz
challenges readers to
make a New Year's
resolution you can keep
all year
|N*4
Forgive, but
don t forget
A lesson in forgiveness
is something worthwhile.
According to columnist
Jess Hylton. bitter
feelings only lead to more
bitter feelings
|*9»4

Pro baseball still
under questioning
for steroid use

to see growth in
interest of the service
By Ryan Sullivan
Reporter

See CLA-ZEL | Page 2

Baseball commissioner
Bud Selig will testify
next week concerning
steroid use among
players
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What was your favorite
food commercial of 2007?

Sir Edmund Hillary dead at
Outspoken Mt. Everest sealer and
humble beekeeper's life celebrated
ByRayLlHay
The Associated Press

STEPHANIE SPENCER
Senior. Journalism

"Anything with a
hamburger close-up...
the more glisten-y the
better." | Paga 4
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Few Snow Showers
High: 40, Low: 30

TOMORROW
Mostly Cloudy
High: 37, Low: 35

Wellington, New Zealand — Sir
Edmund Hillary, the unassuming beekeeper who conquered
Mount Everest to win renown
as one of the 20th century's
greatest adventurers, has died,
New Zealand Prime Minister
Helen Clark announced Friday.
He was 88.
The gangling New Zealander
devoted much of his life to aiding
the mountain people of Nepal
and took his fame in stride, preferring to be called "Ed" and
considering himself just an ordinary beekeeper.
"Sir Ed described himself
as an average New Zealander
with modest abilities. In reality, he was a colossus. He was
an heroic figure who not only
'knocked off Everest but lived a
life of determination, humility,

and generosity," Clark said in a
statement.
"The legendary mountaineer,
adventurer, and philanthropist is
the best-known New Zealander
ever to have lived," she said.
Hillary's life was marked
by grand achievements, high
adventure, discovery, excitement — and by his personal
humility. Humble to the point
that he only admitted being the
first man atop Everest long after
the death of climbing companion Tenzing Norgay.
He had pride in his feats.
Returning to base camp as the
man who took the first step onto
the top of the world's highest
peak, he declared: "We knocked
the bastard off."
The accomplishment as part
of a British climbing expedition
even added luster to the corona
See HILLARY | Page 2
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With the changing of the semester, University officials are putting the word out once again
urging students to sign up for
AlertBG, the text messaging and
e-mail service to let students
know if there is an emergency
on campus.
Media Relations Director Teri
Sharp said 2,808 people have
signed up so far to receive emergency text messages.
The number of students, faculty, and staff is expected to grow
as the semester changes due to
the program being talked about
in new student orientation, she
said.
"The number of students who
have signed up so far is about
where we expected." Sharp said.
This also puts us on par with
other schools who offer the same
service, she said.
Campus Police Chief lames
Wiegand said students, faculty,
and staff need to start understanding how important signing
up for this service is.
"|In case of an emergencyl
we want to be able to notify
as many people as possible,"
Wiegand said.
The only agency authorized to
send out the text messages is the
University's Department of Public
Safety and the messages have to
be approved by Sidney Ribeau or
his designee, Wiegand said.
"People shouldn't be concerned about unsolicited things,"
Wiegand said. "This is for emergencies only. It is feasible for other
services but we are still looking
into that."
The University is also looking to make a few advances in
the system as well, said Bryan
Benner, the associate vice
president of administrations.
There is a program the
University is looking to install
on all PCs on campus to change
the desktop whenever there is an
emergency on campus, Benner
said. The University is still looking for a program that will work
on Apple computers.
The University is also looking
to put in plasma TVs in several
buildings throughout campus to
get alerts out, Sharp said.
Some students on campus are
still somewhat hesitant to sign up
for the service.
"I just don't get text messages."
sophomore Kallie Hitchings said.
Hitchings said she might
sign up for the alerts once she
starts receiving text messages:
she doesn't want to add it on
right now.
Other students, such as freshman Kevin Gressley, just haven't

CLIMBING MOUNTAINS: New Zealand's S. Edmund Hillary makes a speech during the
50th Anniversary of Scott Base celebration, at Scott Base. Antarctica
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
8:54 P.M.
Someone entered a locked vehicle
on North Main Street and took $7.

THURSDAY
1:19 A.M.
Corey S Weaver, 19, of Bowling
Green, was cited for crossing the
railroad tracks at Poe Road in his car
after the crossing gates had been
activated.
2:16 A.M.
Aaron R. Meyer, 23. of Bradner.
Ohio, was cited for operating a
vehicle under the influence of alcohol, traveling outside of marked
lanes, running a stop sign and having
an open container of alcohol in his
car. Police had stopped Meyer for
several traffic violations and found
an open 24-ounce can of Miller Lite
beer in his car.
BRI»NB0RNH0EFT I THEBGNEWS
VINTAGE VENUE: Alter a failed -attempt to revive the historical Cla-Zel meats on Main Stieet in 2000, three investors ate hoping to pique interest in the community by hosting national and local bands. jazz and blues nights, and
iwk it will feature a new release movie or vintage film. Ultimately, they hope to recreate the theater into an upscale bar

CLA-ZEL
From Page 1
When the Cla-Zel re-opens,
Halleck said they will be primarily looking for national
hands but will also use local
hands that can draw a crowd,
is well as other various forms
of musical entertainment.
"We will be doing a number of different things," he
said. "We're going to bring in
a grand piano, do some string
bass, and some jazz nights and

some blues."
Although the theater will
be completely redone and will
feature primarily musical acts.
movies will still be a part of the
(:ia-Zel. (line a week the Cla-Zel
will have a brew and view night
that will either feature a new
release movie or a vintage flick.
Even though the Cla-Zel will
be serving booze, I lalleck said
he does not intend to draw an
immature crowd. He said the
theater will become an upscale
bar once renovations are complete in mid summer.

GENOME
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rience and people your working
H itb could lead you to," she said.
Assistant professor of biological
sciences Zhaohui Xu is responsible for the project's debut on
campus. She first heard of the
program while at a conference at
UCLA. Altct many meetings with
the leader ol the initiative, Xu was
asked to submit a proposal. The
proposal led BGSU into becoming
one of 12 institutes to implement
11 ic project into the classroom.
Although the project is very
selective right now, it is the
I X)FJGI's goal to take the program
nationwide so that every program
can use their data for a more selflearning process.
Morris suspects that all biology
students will be exposed to the
program in the next fourycars.
Although Estep was not able to
take the class this semester due
to a scheduling conflict, there
will be more opportunities next
fall Instead of only annotating
part of a genome. 400 proteins,
each institution will be responsible for their own genome, 4,000
proteins.
As a result, more sections
of the class will be offered next
fall. Morris said the University
will need more students to get
involved In order to complete the
future project.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

lion of Britain's Queen Elizabeth
II four days later, and she knighted I lillary as one of her first acts.
But he was more proud of his
decades-long campaign to set
up schools and health clinics in
Nepal, the homeland of Tenzing
Norgay. the mountain guide with
whom he stood arm in arm on
the summit of Everest on Mav
29,1953.
He wrote of the pair's final
steps to the top of the world:
"Another few weary steps and
there was nothing above us but
the sky. There was no false cornice, no final pinnacle. We were
standing together on the summit. There was enough space for
about six people. We had conquered Everest.
"Awe, wonder, humility, pride,
exaltation — these surely ought
to be the confused emotions
of the first men to stand on the
highest peak on Earth, after so
many others had failed," Hillary
noted.
"But my dominant reactions
were relief and surprise. Relief
because the long grind was over
and the unattainable had been
attained. And surprise, because
it had happened to me, old Ed
I lillary, the beekeeper, once the
star pupil of the Tuakau District
School, but no great shakes at
Auckland Grammar (high
school) and a no-hoper at university, first to the top of Everest. I
just didn't believe it.
I le said: "1 removed my oxygen
mask to take some pictures. It
wasn't enough just to get to the
top. We had to get back with the

(•

"This place will be
immaculate
every day."
Andy Halleck | Investor
"This is going to be a respectable place for men and women.
The place will be immaculate
every day," Halleck said. "We
are going to make sure our
client base is responsible college students and older people.
We're not looking to sell two
evidence. Eifteen minutes later
we began the descent."
Hillary's life was marked
by grand achievements, high
adventure, discovery, excitement
— and by his personal humility.
1 lun title to the point that he only
admitted being the first man
atop Everest long after the death
of climbing companion Norgay.
His philosophy of life was
simple: "Adventuring can be for
the ordinary person with ordinary qualities, such as I regard
myself," he said in a 1975 interview after writ i ng his autobiography, "Nothing Venture, Nothing
Win."
Close friends described him as
having unbounded enthusiasm
for both life and adventure.
"We all have dreams — but Ed
has dreams, then he's got this
incredible drive, and goes ahead
and does it," long-time friend lim
Wilson said in 1993.
Hillary summarized it for
schoolchildren in 1998, when
he said one didn't have to be a
genius to do well in life.
"1 think it all conies down to
motivation. If you really want
to do something, you will work
hard for it," he said before plantingsome endangered 1 limaluyan
oaks in the school grounds.
The planting was part of his
program to reforest upland areas
of Nepal.
Hillary remains the only nonpolitical person outside Britain
honored as a member of the
Britain's Order of the Garter,
bestowed by Queen Elizabeth II
on just 24 knights and ladies living worldwide at any time.
He reached the summit
of Everest four days before
Elizabeth was crowned Queen of
Britain and the Empire on )une2,

dollar pitchers of PBR."
Popular culture professor
Matthew Donahue thinks the
re-opening of the Cla-Zel will
benefit the community.
"lthinkthereisagreat potential for the area to be served
by bringing in regional and
national acts," Donahue said,
Donahue hopes to see the
Cla-Zel be successful.
"1 thinkoverall it is a positive,
and I hope those guys can do
something with it because it
would be a shame to have it fall
into disrepair," Donahue said.
1953. She immediately knighted
the angular, self-deprecating
Hillary, who was just 33.
Throughout his 88 years, he
was always the atypical "typical New Zealander" who spoke
his mind.
In his 1999 book "View from
the Summit," Hillary finally
broke his long public silence
about whether it was he or
Norgay who was the first man to
step atop Everest.
"We drew closer together as
Tenzing brought in the slack on
the rope. I continued cutting
a line of steps upwards. Next
moment 1 had moved onto a flatfish exposed area of snow with
nothing by space in every direction," Hillary wrote.
"Tenzing quickly joined me
and we looked round in wonder.
To our immense satisfaction we
realized with had reached the
top of the world."
Before Norgay's death in
1986, Hillary consistently
refused to confirm he was first,
saying he and the Sherpa had
climbed as a team to the top. It
was a measure of his personal
modesty, and of his commitment to his colleagues.
He later recalled his surprise at
the huge international interest in
their feat. "1 was abit taken aback
to tell you the truth. I was absolutely astonished that everyone
should be so interested in us just
climbing a mountain."
Hillary never forgot the small
mountainous country that propelled him to worldwide fame.
He revisited Nepal constantly
over the next 54 years.
Without fanfare and without
compensation, Hillary spend
decades pouring energy and
resources from his own fund-

ALERT
From Page 1
gotten around to it yet.
"Whenever I see a pop-up for
it, 1 always think it is a good idea,"
Gressley said. I le intends to sign
up soon.
Sharp said signing up for
AlertBG is very simple and
nobody has really had any major
problems doing it.

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list

"The program has gone well so
far," Sharp said. "We continually
evaluate communications |to try
to improve the programl."
Senior Amanda Griggs signed
up for the texting service last
semester so she would know if
there is an emergency. So far,
there hasn't been.
"I haven't gotten any messages
from it yet but I am sure when
the time comes it will be useful,"
she said.

"We all have dreams - but Ed has dreams,
then he's got this incredible drive, and
goes ahead and does it."
Jim Wilson | Long-time friend
raising efforts into Nepal through
the Himalayan Trust he founded
in 1962.
Known as "burrasahib"—"big
man," for his 6 feet 2 inches — by
the Nepalese, 1 lillary funded and
helped build hospitals, health
clinics, airfields and schools.
He raised funds for higher
education for Sherpa families,
and helped set up reforestation
programs in the impoverished
country. About $250,000 a year
was raised by the charity for
projects in Nepal.
A strong conservationist, he
demanded that international
mountaineers clean up thousands of tons of discarded oxygen bottles, food containers and
other climbing debris that litter
t he lower slopes of Everest.
Hiscommitment to Nepal look
him back more than 120 times.
His adventurer son Peter has
described his father's humanitarian work there as "his duty" to
those who had helped him.
It was on a visit to Nepal that
his first wife, l.otiiv. 43, and
16-year-old daughter Belinda
died in a light plane crash
March 31, 1975.
Hillary remarried in 1990, to
lune Mulgrew, former wife of
adventurer colleague and close
friend Peter Mulgrew, who died
in a passenger plane crash in
the Antarctic. He is survived
by his wife and children Peter
and Sarah.

1 Us passport described Hillary
as an "author-lecturer," and by
age 40 his schedule of lecturing
and writing meant he had to give
up beekeeping "because I was
too busy."
By that time he was touring, lecturing and fund-raising
for the Himalayan Trust in the
United States and Europe for
three months at a time, speaking
at more than 100 venues during
a lour.
He was known as ready to
take risks to achieve his goals,
but always had control so that
nobody ever died on a Hillaryled expedition.
He was at times controversial.
1 le decried what he considered a
lack of "honest-to-God morality"
in New Zealand politics in the
1960s, and he refused to backtrack when the prime minister
demanded hewithdrawthecomments. Ordinary NewZealanders
applauded his integrity.
He got into hot water over
what became known as his
"dash to the Pole" in the 195758 Antarctic summer season
aboard modified farm tractors
while part of a joint British-New
Zealand expedition.
Hillary disregarded instructions from the Briton leading
the expedition and guided his
tractor team up the then-untraversed Shelton Glacier, pioneering a new route to the polar plateau and the South Pole.
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Be a volunteer with Victims Services and help
sexual assault and dating violence victims.
♦♦♦

Available Positions
VICTIM

ADVOCATES

On-call positions to respond to crisis situations
in the evenings and weekends. Requires 40 hrs ol training
and one year ol volunteer service.
Training Clause*
Thurs. evenings ♦ 5:00 - 7:30pm ♦ Jan 24 - Mar 20.
Core Groups
Mon. evenings * 6:00 - 8:30 ♦ Jan 28 - Mar 24
(No training during spring break.)
This training looks great on resumes lor many careers!
AIDES

1062 N. Main

ln-olfice positions providing childcare, doing (und-raising
or helping with special events. Requires 2 hrs of training and
10 hrs of volunteer service during the semester.

352-'

Deadline for applications is Tues, Jan 15 at 5 p.m.♦♦♦
CONTACT INFORMATION

Julie Broad well
419.352.9504 ext. 3505
or victims@bc.wcnet.org for an application
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• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2008*
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts., Buff
Apts, Ridge Manor

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.
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GET A LIFE

COOK-OFF FOR A RELAY GOOD CAUSE

Leaving on a honorable

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Son* events talan from events b(pu«tu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Geojourney

Fullbright scholarship
I
By Scott R«ck*r
Reporter
An assistant professor of geology at the University will travel
back to his native country for an
opportunity of a lifetime.
Peter Gorsevski will leave
today on a five-month tripto his
home country of Macedon ia on
a Fulbright scholarship where
he will use satellite technology and other data to interpret
natural processes.
Gorsevski received his bachelor's degree in forestry at Ss. Cyril
and Methodius in Macedonia,
and received his master's
degree in forest engineering
from Oregon State University in
1996 and a doctorate from the
University of Idaho.
"I want to establish some
kind of cooperative work
that will help Macedonia,"
Gorsevski said. "But at the
same time I can establish
some kind of connection
between Bowling Green State
University and Macedonia."
Besides conducting research
he will also be teaching classes
during his trip.
"1 will be teaching two subjects that are pretty much new
cutting edge technology that
uses satellite data and information systems where you can
get many different ideas about
management of different kinds
of resources," Gorsevski said.
Gorsevski believes that the
research will be helpful to all.
"It is going to be helpful
for everyone to be educated
about preserving the environment and managing natural
resources," he said.
Geology department chair
Sheila Roberts believes that

Gorsevski
will benefit
many people with his
work.
"I
think
one of the
reasons
(Gorsevski)
is
going
over
there
is to help
Macedonia
develop in
an environmental way,"
Robertssaid.
"He will cer-

130 and 131 Union-Gallery Space

8 am - II pm
I Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

10:30 am-3 p.m.
Wal-Mart Gift Card Raffle
Peter

Table Space 118-T Union

Gorsevski

6 -10 pm
Chapman Learning
Community Retreat

Assistant
professor of
geology at the

317 Union - Dimling Family Lounge

University who
will be studying
in Macedonia
PHOTO MOWED

tainly help
people over there and I think he
will bring back knowledge that
he has gained working with the
people there back to BGSU and
share it with our students here."
Roberts
believes
that
Gorsevski's thorough research
makes him worthy of this
scholarship.
"He has developed a prettygood reputation in the area of
research that he does," Roberts
said. "He has been doing some
very good research and I think
he came up with a very good
project to work on."
Director of Faculty and Staff
Immigration Services Diane
Regan, who works closely with
the Universities Fulbright applicants, said it's an honor to win
a Fulbright scholarship and it
allows other countries to interact with Americans.
"I'd say it's among the most
prestigious awards that a
person can win," Regan said.
"People get a chance to see
what Americans are really
about, not what they will see
from media outlets."

9:31 II
UAO Presents "Zoolander"
206 Union - Theater

CHILI FOR A CHARITY: The Wood County Relay for Life raised $1.17895 at the first annual Chili Cool-off. The event is to take
place in May. Appto»imately 200 people showed up to support the cause and to eat some great chili

Program prompts changes
concerning POO numbers
By Sieve Kunkler
Reporter

The
implementation
of
PeopleSoft is continuing at the
University, with plans for students to be using the system
by fall 2009.
Bill Gerwin, project director
for the BC^lOO Project Office,
led a discussion about the
changes that will take place
with the PeopleSoft system.
Students will be impacted
by a "campus solutions" module, which will include overviews on academic advisement, admissions, campus
self-service, financial aid,
grade book, student finances
and student records.

Admissions will begin usiiif;
the system in August. Student
Records will begin using the
system in December while
Financial Aid will begin in
lanuary 2009.
Student Finances will begin
using the system in February
and Residence Life is set to
begin in March 2009.
There will also be a change
occurring to the student II)
cards.
Also starting in March 2009,
the "P" will be dropped from
the POO code and replaced by
a zero.
According to Gerwin there
are currently gaps in the
PeopleSoft system, which they
are working vigorously fix.

TEMPERATURES TRICK TASTEBUDS

RACHfI RADWANSKI

-> Hi NEWS

HOT BEVERAGES: 'he warmer weather that so briefly made students think they had
just come back after spring break instead of winter break at the beginning of the week
changed to cold on Wednesday. This brought out not only the coats, hats and scarves,
but also an increase in sales of hot drinks at Starbucks in the Union, according to Dana
Blachowski-Dreyer. General Manager of the Dining Services.

Resolutions don't always work out
By Hannah Sparling
Reporter

With New Year's resolutions still
fresh in everyone's minds, the
Student Recreation Center has
been packed full.
More and more people have
been exercising in an attempt to
lose weight or get in shape and
the SRC's skyrocketing attendance is proof.
"It's a lot more busy," said
Sarah Anich, a floor attendant
at the SRC. "People have their
resolutions to lose weight and
they're motivated."
This is not a new trend, and
unfortunately, it's not one that
usually lasts very long.
"I've noticed in the past that

after a few weeks it starts to
die down," said Liz Jennings,
a manager and customer service employee at the REG.
"Resolutions don't stick."
Sadly, two or three weeks
of working out won't make
much of a difference for those
attempting to get in shape.
"You have to keep working
out to sec results," Anich said.
With classes, homework
and other activities, sometimes it's hard to find the
time to exercise.
lunior Amber Soldenwagner
said she wants to stay with her
plan to work out but doesn't
know if her schedule will
allow it.
"You just have to try to plan
it into your day," Soldenwagner

said.
For those who really want to
stick to their resolutions, there
are some tips to follow to remain
motivated
Anich said working out when
most energized or working out
with a partner can make working out easier and more fun.
Jennings said another way to
make working out more fun is
by taking an aerobics class.
"They arc fun activities
instead of just running on a

treadmill,'Jennings said.

REC CENTER HOURS
MON-FRI:6am. - 11 pm
SATURDAY: 9 am -11 p.m.

Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17,2008 to August 9,2008.

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from OHenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - $395.00 per month
One Year - S370.00 per month

with a S 300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET AtThurstin.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S465.00 per month.
One year - $400.00 per month.
707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $395.00 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month.

£X,

PETS ALLOWED
517 E.Reed

EFFICIENCIES

SUNDAY: 12 p.m. -11 p.m.

Chances that an
American lives
within SO miles of
where they grew up:

1 in 2.

We've got your next place!

825 THIRD STREET Pets Allowed!
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465 00 per month.
One year ■ S410.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.
720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - $410 00 per month.
One year - S360 00 per month.
810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S435.00 per month.
One year - $370 00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.

WIRELESS

SUPERSTORES

NOW OPEN
1616 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

(419)353-2355
Walking Distance From BGSU Campus

Accessories for all Phone Models:

venzpnwireiess

CUtel
wireless

* Bluetooth
■ Phone Cases & Covers
* Wall & Car Chargers
■ Replacement Batteries
We offer Pre-Paid Refills tor all Maior Carriers
We Buy and Sell Cell Phones

505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.
Furn Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year • S530.00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655 00 per month.
One year - $565 00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590 00 per month.
One year • $490 00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn Two bedrooms.
School year - S590 00 per month.
One year - S490 00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620 00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $650 00 per month.
One year - S540 00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560.00 per month.
One year • S485.00 per month

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. V baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630 00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.
Furn Or Unturn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - S475 00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

..--JOHN
Get a $10 Gift Card
With Any Purchase

NEWLOVE
1£e*l Estate. One.

319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www johnnewloverealestate com

FORUM

"My client did step over the line here, but one can certainly understand his frustration, given that the
victim was carrying on an affair with my client's Wife." - Henry Hilles, defense lawyer for Jason Michael Fife,
who was sentenced to probation and community service for sending a cow's head to his wife's lover [see story, p. 10].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What was your favorite food commercial of 2007? [See column, p. 8]
The Sonic
commercials
are funny."

The Sonic commercial
where he says. Of
all the letters in the

"All the Wendy's

"They were all lame.

commercials."

None of them made
me hungry."

ISAAC WHITNEY,
Senior, Construction
Management

GAYLEGROTSKY.
Senior. HDFS

MEGAN RUFF,

Senior. HDFS

"What makes the dawning of a New Year
so special that it sparks people to change
their lives? It's as if to say that the middle of
the spring is not good enough to finish the
novel you started months ago."
quit smoking or cut back on the
amount of sweets they eat.
Docs anybody actually stay
true to their pledges anymore?
Are people declaring these vows
of improvement out of mere
habit? Careful observation of a
close friend's past resolutions
may find you discovering similarities in what they resolve to
do for the New Year. One year it
is to lose weight, the next it is to
exercise more and this year it is
follow a strict diet.
To me, the tradition appears
not to uphold a resolution, but to
merely establish a resolution. A
strange placebo effect — merely
having the resolution will make
it happen. Are we in that much
denial that we feel better about

THINK YOU CAN DO BETTER?
Are you opinionated? Do you love to write?
Do you want to be part of an award-winning news team?
The BG News is currently recruiting articulate,
passionate students who want to have a big
impact on their community.
Opinion columnist and cartoonist positions are available!
E-mail thenews@bgnews.com for more information.

ourselves by simply planning to
better ourselves?
This leads me to think that the
majority of New Year's resolutions are made to simply make
the individual feel better about
themselves and their environment. No guarantee on whether
the resolution is upheld. But
people automatically feel better
if they have a rough plan etched
out in their mind.
A close personal friend,
Kayleigh, made this excellent
point: "The New Year isn't anything drastically different from
the old year. I don't need a New
Year to make new goals."
This is why I no longer craft
these resolutions. What makes
the dawning of a New Year so
special that it sparks people to
change their lives? It's as if to say
that the middle of the spring is
not good enough to finish the
novel you started months ago.
As a nation, we love traditions. We have a tried and true
tradition for just about every
holiday under sun. We celebrate
our gluttony on Thanksgiving.
We celebrate our greed on
Christmas. And on Fourth of Jury,
it is completely legal to set off a
bunch of explosives and watch
the sparks fly. What better way to
clean ourselves up for a new year

of debaucheries and materialistic traditions than with a selfimprovement resolution?
That is what the New Year is
really all about, though, bettering
yourself like you have been trying to do your whole life.
My dear friend Erin clings to
these superficial resolutions. She
vows to tan more and work out
like it is her job.
There is nothing wrong with
wanting a little self-improvement, but as Kayleigh said to
me, what makes the New Year so
special? Everyone, including my
friend Lauren, is talking about
"upgrading." Are these actual
resolutions, or are they wishful
dreams for an uncharted year?
Good luck to those individuals
who still make vows and pledges
about their new year. I hope you
succeed in fulfilling your resolution. I believe 1 have yet to see
one through.
The hardest part is actually
maintaining a resolution and
seeing it through. If everyone
were able to develop and maintain successful New Year's resolutions, the world may be completely different. There is a lot
of personal gain and discovery
to be obtained from upholding
a New Year's resolution, not to
mention the personal triumph of
seeing something through.
So whether you resolve out
of habit, resolve to make serious life changes or do not
resolve at all, the New Year still
comes and it is bound to be
chock full of surprises.
— Send responses to Ally's
column to theneivs@bgnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
When do we say enough
stuff is enough?
1 think Brian Kutzley's column,
"What it really means to have
all this stuff," llan. 8] is insightful, yet troubling. The idea that
people have material needs
that need to be satisfied seems
obvious, but it is far from trivial.
Before humans can begin to
care about justice, fairness, or
beauty, their material needs of
food, shelter, good health etc.
must be met.
Although many people are
quick to point out the problems
of the modern pursuit of material well-being, I think Kutzley
makes an important point
when arguing that our focus on
materialism has helped extend
needed material comfort to a
large amount of people.
However, Kutzley fails to ask,
how much stuff do people really
need? There is a growing body of
research that suggests material
goods contribute to happiness
and life satisfaction only up toa
certain point.
For example, Robert Lane's
book. "The Loss of Happiness in
Market Democracies," provides
robust evidence that shows that
although GDP per capita in the
US has been steadily increasing over the last fifty years,
reported levels of happiness
have been stagnant.
Lane also cites cross-cultural
studies that found "happiness
rose sharply as GDP per capita
increased to take care of basic
needs up to about 40 percent

of the purchasing power of the
United States — and then rose
much more slowly, with a barely
significant correlation (+.05)
between growth and happiness
beyond that point."
If Lane's data are accurate,
instead of taking a stance of
unmitigated love for materialism as Kutzley does, we should
rather take a much more
nuanced one. Materialism
should be loved only insofar as
it contributes to our well being;
the rest is excess.
What Lane's research shows,
and the growing body of
research like it, is that once we
have reached a basic level of
material well being, what contributes to our happiness is not
more stuff, but friends, work,
autonomy, volunteering, and
social and political engagement.
One slightly more uncomfortable implication of this research
is that most of us don't need all
the stuff we have and we could
increase a lot of people's happiness by redistributing some of it.
— Iiisiin Rex
Senior, Political Science and
Sociology
University students: they
don't trash hotels
Several weeks ago, I was contacted by Cal Majure and
Denny Bubrig [at the Office of
Campus Involvement] about
bringing approximately 50 students to our hotel for the GMAC
Bowl Gaine. ...
Our $10 million renovation

THE BG NEWS
USA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

was completed a few months
ago. Most hotel managers are
hesitant to have college groups
because of potential damage.
After meeting on-site with
Cal and several e-mails to
Denny, my confidence level
soared. Cal, Denny and I
addressed the students' safety, sightseeing, and food and
beverage requirements.
It was a distinguished pleasure and honor to work with
these men. The bus arrived
early, but we were ready. The
students were attentive, polite,
courteous and appreciative.
Check-in took 10 minutes.
This was the best group of
college students I have ever
worked with. You have a lot
to be proud of. I think that
each and every student should
receive a commendation for
their outstanding reputation of
Bowling Green State University.
— Maura Garino,
General Manager,
Holiday Inn Mobile
A final farewell from the
Not News columnists
Dear loyal readers,
In this letter I will forgo my
usual flippant and satirical
writing style and pen this one in
a much more somber tone.
It is with much sadness that
I inform you that the Not News
section has been removed from
the paper. This means that this
will be the last column I submit.
I know this draws cheers from
several of you out there, but I

also know that there are those
who are just as dismayed as I,
and I even know that most of
you are saying, "who the heck is
Colby lames?"
As such, I would like to
thank all my fans who supported me, all partygoers who
recognized and high-fived me,
and everyone who read and
enjoyed my columns. Your
encouragement and enjoyment
made it all worthwhile.
Thank you to those who
criticized and challenged me;
you made my writing, creativity
and character stronger. I would
like to extend my condolences
to anybody I've offended. As a
satirist, everything I said was
meant in good fun and playful
jest, and I suffer from many of
the same follies I poked fun at
in my columns. Thanks to all of
you who were good sports with
my teasing.
Finally, thank you to all
readers of Not News, it was
truly fun while it lasted. We
hope you'll miss us as much as
we'll miss you.
As for us humor columnists,
don't worry about us. We're
all going to get jobs writing
for "The Colbert Report" — at
least until their writers come
back from strike. But if you
really want to know how your
favorite Not News columnists
are doing, feel free to look us
up on Facebook.
Farewell from all of us at the
Not News.
—Colby fames, Greg Chick and
jonRuggiero

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON, CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU.DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKL WEB EDITOR
KRISTENMOONEY. COPY CHIEF
CHRIS VOLOSCHUK, SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
<MaSTYJ0HNS0*SFrmSrO0NS EDITOR
ENOCH WU, PHOTO EDITOR

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Do you think you'l
ever forgive me?

The New Year's Resolution placebo effect

When the glowing ball falls in
Times Square and confetti lines
t he st reels of New York City
for days, a New Year has been
sprung. The world turns bright,
hopeful eyes to the possibilities
of new beginnings.
When the clock strikes
midnight, the time comes to
uphold the time-worn tradition
of the New Year's resolution,
man's great second chance
with a blank canvas or a fresh
sheet of paper. The New Year is
viewed as ample opportunity to
complete goals that we just did
not have enough time to finish
in the previous year.
Those goals may be repeated,
unresolved New Year's resolutions. Most resolutions revolve
around personal betterment.
Some individuals will vow to
go to the gym more. Others will

Have your own take on
Street? Or a suggestion lor

JUSTIN GASTONY.
Senior. Construction
Management

M
ALLY
■ BLANKARTZ
^COLUMNIST

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

today's People On The
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Forgiveness is something I, and
I am sure others, struggle with.
I have been through a lot of
difficulties in my short life, just
like many of my peers. There
have been many circumstances
where I felt angry or hurt.
However, I felt no completion
in anger. I never felt satisfied
with causing someone pain for
the pain they had once inflicted
on me.
This vengeance only made life
a little bit darker. The more I held
on to this bitterness, the more
I thrived on it The sick feeling
of betrayal and hurt never went
away; the pain inside still crept
in when certain people entered
the room. But 1 would smile and
snicker, and remind them of how
horrible I thought they were.
But what joy is there in bitterness? From a selfish viewpoint, what do I gain? Nothing.
There is a negative effect it has
on my emotions as well as my
appearance to others.
Three words brought a sense
of peace back into my heart "I
forgive you."
No matter what the situation,
no matter how much hurt, I
could find no reasonable excuse
to not forgive a person. I have
been lied to and betrayed by
some who I was very close to.
But the very things that people
choose to use as insults to me are
the very things that keep me loving and forgiving them.
One of the most harmful
repercussions of bitterness is
gossip.
Recently, a girl 1 had never
even met sent me an e-mail
message regarding a good friend
of mine.
Within this e-mail she
explained that my friend had
severely hurt a friend of hers.
This pain was emotional, not
physical abuse. The reason she
chose to e-mail me was that
she had read somewhere about
my beliefs. Because of those
beliefs she felt I would want to
know that my friend did not
share the same values as I, and
therefore 1 should have nothing
to do with him.
However, she failed to realize
what those beliefs really meant
to me I have many beliefs and
values that a good majority of
people would not agree with.
But, to reject or despise an
individual for not sharing in my
beliefs would be a contradiction
of everything I stand for. Hatred
and anger will never help to promote any stance one might have.
This e-mail was also a perfect example of bitterness that
later took the form of slander.

"No one is perfect,
and some people
will just hurt others
for no reason and
with no regret."
This is one of the most hurtful
and least productive reactions
one can have to a problem.
Gossip never helps a situation.
However, I am not an innocent
either when it comes to speaking behind a persons back. I
have done it. It is an easy and
tempting temporary solution.
But, as I mentioned before,
what good does holding on to
anger do, and what does one
gain by tearing down another?
There are already so many different things that can bring a
person down in the world. Why
add to it?
Granted, with forgiveness
there may need to be a set of
boundaries that are put into
place. Forgiveness does not
mean one has to knowingly
allow themselves to be hurt time
and again. Setting up a boundary
in any relationship where there
has been hurt is simply a way
of protecting yourself. You may
forgfve someone, but you should
not set yourself up
One of the most difficult
aspects in forgiving a person is
when they think they have done
nothing wrong. Or perhaps they
know they were wrong, but they
do not care. Whether it is their
pride, shame or simply a mean
spirit, a person will not always
ask to be forgiven or apologize
for what they did to you or
someone else.
This should not make a difference. The tact is still that dwelling
on anger and pain will only hun
more. The truth is that no one
is perfect, and some people will
just hun others for no reason
and with no regret
To me, bitterness and forgiveness are like breaking a bone.
When the initial break occurs it is
extremely painful, and a person
may even rum suddenly numb
because of the shock from the
pain. Then, they go to a doctor.
When the bone is set back into
place they feel the pain and
shock again, but the intense pain
only lasts a few seconds. After
taking that step and experiencing some pain and difficulties,
they are able to begin the healing
process. For a while they will
have to be careful of their injured
ligament, but eventually it will
become strong again.
You may never receive an
apology, but forgiveness is when
you do not need one.
—Send responses to Jess'
column to theneivs@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor
■ E-mail us at thenewsCSbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewjgbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her cfecretjon
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News

NATION
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FBI's failure to pay phone
bills cuts wiretaps
By Lara Jakai Jordan
The Associated Press

" We also found that late payments resulted

WASHINGTON — Telephone
companies have cut off FBI wiretaps used to eavesdrop on suspected criminals because of the
bureau's repeated failures to pay
phone bills on time.
A Justice Department audit
released yesterday blamed the
lost connections on the FBI's
lax oversight of money used in
undercover investigations. In
one office alone, unpaid costs for
wiretaps from one phone company totaled $66,000.
In at least one case, a wiretap
used in a Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act investigation
"was halted due to untimely
payment," the audit found. FISA
wiretaps are used in the government's most sensitive and secretive criminal and intelligence
investigations, and allow eavesdropping on suspected terrorists
or spies.
"We also found that late payments have resulted in telecommunications carriers actually disconnecting phone lines
established to deliver surveillance results to the FBI, resulting
in lost evidence," according to
the audit by Inspector General
Glenn A. Fine.
More than half of 990 bills to
pay for telecommunication surveillance in five unidentified FBI
field offices were not paid on
time, the report shows.
Assistant FBI Director lohn
Miller said wiretaps were
dropped only a few times
because of the backed-up billing, which he said didn't significantly set back the investigations
under way. He said the FBI "will
not tolerate financial misman-

in telecommunications carriers actually
disconnecting phone lines established to
deliver surveilance results to the FBI..."
Glenn A. Fine | Inspector General

agement, or worse," and is working to fix the problems.
"While in a few instances,
late-payment of telephone bills
resulted in interruptions of
the timely delivery of surveillance results, these interruptions were temporary and in
our assessment, none of those
cases were significantly affected," Miller said in a statement
yesterday evening.
The report released yesterday was a highly edited version
of Fine's 87-page audit that the
FBI deemed too sensitive to be
viewed publicly. It focused on
what the bureau admitted was
an "antiquated" system to track
money sent to its 56 field offices
nationwide for undercover work.
Generally, the money pays for
rental cars, leases and surveillance, the audit noted.
The American Civil Liberties
Union called on the FBI to release
the entire, unedited audit. The
group, which has been critical of
some of the government's wiretapping programs, also took a
swipe at telecommunication
companies that allowed the
eavesdropping—as long as they
are getting paid.
"It seems the telecoms, who
are claiming they were just
being 'good patriots' when
they allowed the government
to spy on us without warrants,
are more than willing to pull

President Bush
draws line
in Israeli sand
By Terence Hunt

the plug on national security
investigations when the government falls behind on its bills,"
said former FBI agent Michael
German, the ACLU's national
security policy counsel. "To put
it bluntly, it sounds as though
the telecoms believe it when the
FBI says the warrant is in the
mail but not when they say the
check is in the mail.''
The audit also found that some
field offices paid for expenses
on undercover cases that should
have been financed by FBI headquarters. Out of 130 undercover
payments examined, auditors
found 14 cases of at least $6,000
each where field offices dipped
into their own budgets to pay
for work that should have been
picked up by headquarters.
The faulty bookkeeping was
blamed, in large part, on an FBI
employee who pleaded guilty in
June 2006 to stealing $25,000 for
her own use, the audit noted.
"As demonstrated by the
FBI employee who stole funds
intended to support undercover activities, procedural controls by themselves have not
ensured proper tracking and
use of confidential case funds,"
it concluded.
Fine's report offered 16 recommendations to improve the
FBI's tracking and management
of the funding system, including its telecommunication costs.
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Compact car, compact price
By Gavin Rabinowitz
The Associated Press

NEW DELHI -For millions of
people in the developing world,
Tata Motors' new $2,500 fourdoor subcompact — the world's
cheapest car—may yield a transportation revolution as big as
Henry Ford's Model T,
The potential impact of Tata's
Nano has given environmentalists nightmares, with visions
of the tiny cars clogging India's
already-choked roads and collectively spewing millions of tons of
carbon dioxide into the air.
Industry analysts, however, say
the car may soon deliver to India
and the rest of the developing
world unprecedented mobility.
"It is a potentially gigantic
development if it delivers what
has been promised," said lohn
Casesa, managing partner for
the Casesa Shapiro Group, a
New York-based auto industry
financial advisory firm.
"I think there is immense
unmet demand for a vehicle of
this type, because it effectively
eliminates the great leap currently required to go from a twowheel to a four-wheel vehicle,"
Casesa said. "They are creating
something that has never existed
before, the utility of a car with the
affordability of a motorcycle." *
The basic model, expected to
roll off assembly lines later this
year, will sell for 100,000 rupees,
or about $2,500, but analysts estimate customers could pay 20 percent to 30 percent more to cover
taxes, delivery and other charges.
Company chairman Ratan
Tata, who introduced the new car
at India's main auto show, has
long promised a $2,500 "People's
Car" for India — a country of
some 1.1 billion where only seven
of every 1,000 people own a car.
That vow has been much-derided
by the global Industry which said
it would be impossible without
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CHEAP WHEELS: Tata Company Chairman Ratan Tata poses next to the newly
launched Tata Nano at the 9th Auto Expo in New Delhi. India, yesterday

sacrificing safety and quality.
"A promise is a promise,"
Tata told the crowd after driving on stage in a white, luxury
edition Nano, his head nearly
touching the roof. Four company executives emerged from
another. Tata says the Nano can
seat five.
The company will not say
how the price was kept so low
on the basic-version and won't
say how much the luxury Nano
will cost until it hits showrooms
toward the end of this year. The
company also refused to let
reporters sit in the car, let alone
drive it.
But the basic version is austere: There's no radio, passenger-side mirror, central locking or power steering, and
only one windshield wiper. Air
conditioning that would spare
motorists the brutal Indian
summer is available only in
deluxe models.
The little car, with its snub
nose, sloping roof and slightly bulbous rear, makes it look
like another Indian icon —
the mango.
The Nano's appeal, though,
is not its pedigree but its price
— targeting people moving up

from the lower ends of India's
transportation spectrum, where
two-wheeled scooters selling
for as little as $900 are often
crammed with entire families.
The Nano's closest competitor is the Maruti 800, a fourdoor selling for nearly twice
as much.
In terms of performance, it
doesn't offer much more than
the Model T. The Nano has a
two-cylinder 0.6-liter gasoline
engine with 33 horsepower, giving it a top speed of about 60
mph, according to Tata. It gets
50 miles per gallon.
The Model T cost $850 when
it debuted in 1908, comparable to about S19.000 in 2006,
according to an aggregate of
Consumer Price Index figures.
And the Nano bests the Model
T's 20-horsepower, four-cylinder engine, which topped
out at 45 mph. Ford's car got
between 13 and 21 miles per
gallon, which is still better than
a I lummer.
Analysis believe the Nano
could transform the auto industry, forcing manufacturers to
lower prices and perhaps find
cheaper ways to sell cars than in
sprawling showrooms.

Experience college life in

"Now is the time

The Associated Press

IERUSALEM — President Bush
called for a halt to Israel's military occupation of land the
Palestinians claim for a state and
an end to the terrorist threat over
the Jewish homeland, spelling out
the U.S. bottom line yesterday
for ending the long and bloody
Mideast conflict.
"Now is the time to make difficult choices," Bush said. An agreement will require "painful concessioas" by both sides, Bush said, but
he predicted one could be reached
within a year, putting himself more
firmly on the line than ever for an
achievement considered unlikely
by many experts.
The White House said Bush
would return to the Mideast at
least once and possibly more this
year, including another stop in
Israel for its 60th anniversary celebrations in May.
Bush came away with no
breakthroughs or apparent
concessions from two days
of separate talks with Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert in
lerusalem and with Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas in
the Palestinian West Bank. There
was no joint meeting of the three
leaders, but Olmert and Abbas
assured Bush they were serious
about reaching an agreement.
Bush's peacemaking checklist,
combining existing U.S. policy
with a few new elements, was
his most detailed summary yet
of U.S. expectations for resolving
some of the hardest issues in a

to make difficult
choices... painful
concessions."
George W. Bush | U.S. President

final peace accord. He outlined
his position in a five- minute statement to reporters'summoned to
a room in the King David Hotel,
overiooking lerusalem's holy and
historic Old City.
The biggest hurdles to an agreement are: conflicting claims to the
holy city of lerusalem, different
views about the outlines of a future
Palestinian state, and the fate of
Palestinian refugees and millions
of their descendants. Bush pointedly dodged the lerusalem question, simply calling it "one of the
most difficult challenges on the
road to peace."
As if to jolt Israel into action,
Bush deliberately used a loaded
term—occupation—to describe
Israeli military control over the
West Bank, the territory that
would eventually form the bulk
of an independent Palestinian
state.
This is how Bush described
the opening point for peace
negotiations:
There should be an end to the
occupation that began in 1967.
The agreement must establish
Palestine as a homeland for the
Palestinian people, just as Israel
is a homeland for the Jewish
people.

HAT YOU WANT...WHAT YOU NEED!
FREE Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,
Built-in Microvwave
• FREE Internet/Cable, Private Shuttle Service
• PRIVATE Baths in each Bedroom
• HUGE Bedrooms and Closet Space
• HUGE Back Deck area perfect for Cook-Outs
• LOW Monthly Rates!

' I KKI KM KM

• FREE T-Shirt with Application!
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The Kappa Kappa Gamma House, located In Conklin Units.
Contact Card Urchack at cui-cheabgauadu with <{uaatlowl
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SIDELINES

Big weekend for BG hoops
BASEBALL
MLB commissioner
Selig's meeting with
Congress brings up
memories of 1920
Bud Selig's upcoming hearing
with Congress over steroids in
baseball conjures
memories of the 1920 "Black
Sox" scandal and federal
judge Kenesaw "Mountain"
Landis, who took over baseball in its wake Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to check out The BG
News Sports blog for updates
and other information concerning all of your favorite
BG teams. Also, the blog is
good for live game updates
for hockey and men's and
http://www.bgnewssports.

KNIGHT GAME: Freshman and leading scorer Chris Knight will be a key player (or BG tomorrow night against Kent State

blogspot.com

CHEDULE
TODAY

INOCHWU | IHE BGNtWS

ENOCH WU

women's basketball.

Men's team will match up with one of
the conference's best in Kent State

GET UP: Tara Breske (tight) and the Fakoro "HI look to avenge last season's loss lo 0U

Women looking to avenge
tough '07 loss to Bobcats

Hockey:
' at Lake Superior State:
; 7:05 p.m.

TOMORROW
Men's basketball:
at Kent State: 7 p.m.
Women's basketball:
vs Ohio: 2 p.m.
Hockey:
at Lake Superior State:
5:05 p.m.
Women's track:
BGSU Women's Challenge:
II a.m.
Tennis:
Indiana Doubles Tournament
in Bloomington, Ind.: 10 a.m.
Gymnastics:
i vs Missouri; 7 p.m.

'SUNDAY
Tennis:
Indiana Doubles Tournament;

10;

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History

By Bill Bord.wiclc
Assistant Sports Editor

The men's basketball team is
coming off doing something
that they have not done since
2005 — beat Ohio.
With the 52-49 victory last
Saturday, the Falcons got off on
the right foot in conference play
after a shaky out-of-conference
performance.
"ISaturdayl was a fresh start
for us," said BG forward Nate
Miller after the game. "We were
5-7 after the non-conference
season, but we had a 0-0 record
in the MAC. We wanted to come
out, try to gel this win and make
a statement to the MAC."
The win versus Ohio is in the
past and now the Falcons will
need to go into Kent to win a
game against arguably one of
the league's best teams and in
one of the league's toughest
venues in the M.A.C. Center.
Kent is 63-14 at home during the Jim Christian era.
The Falcons, however, have
won three out of the last five
games played in the building
Kent added to the win total
this past Wednesday with a

as well. He's playing extremely
well and is a guy who really
the stat sheet."
together, you play stuffs
The Falcons will have to
"Q" (as he is called)
with a resolve and a contain
in order to secure a victory.
In his last game against BG,
determination, and Quiantance
did not miss any of
seven shots he took while
you have faith, a lot the
putting up 15 points, five steals
and two blocks.
of great things
BG will have to bring the same
intensity that they brought
can happen."
into the Ohio game. Coach Orr
believes the team has turned a
corner in the recent weeks and
Louis Orr I Basketball coach
the improvement is shown in
the win-loss record.
"The reality of it is that we are
71-60 victory over Texas A&Mlearning to scrap, claw and Fight
CorpusChristi.
In the game against the for everything we get," Orr said
Islanders, forward llaminn after the Ohio game. "We are
Quiantance had the ultimate learning the value of defense. In
do-it-all game — 13 points, 14 two of our last three games, we
points, five blocks, three assists have held teams to thirty-some
percent shooting, and we won
and one steal.
"IQuiantancel
is
more bolh of those games."
The Falcons found out the
patient, and 1 think that's why
good things are happening," hard way last March that shootChristian said. "In the past he ing 42 percent while giving up
would get around the rim and 60 percent shooting is just not
rush, now he's more comfortable, more patient and making
See HEN | Page 7
some great passes from there

"When you play

By Chrii Voloichuk
Sports Editor

Tomorrow's 2 p.m. matinee
with Ohio at Anderson Arena
could be a major lest chock-full
of deja vu for the BG women's
basketball team.
It's certainly an enticing
malch-up on paper. Ohio (7-7)
was the preseason pick to win
the Mid-American Conference
Hast division. BG was picked lo
finish second, but is currently
12-3 with the best record in the
entire conference.
As of their decisive 88-56 win
over Akron Wednesday night,
the Falcons have won 38 out of
their last 39 conference games.
Their lone blemish in that
lime frame? A 70-67 home loss
last February to the same Ohio
Bobcats. It was BG's only conference loss of the entire 200607 season and broke up an 18game winning streak.
According to senior guard
Whitney Taylor, who scored
13 points and went 4-4 from
three-point range against
Akron, there will be some
extra motivation going into
tomorrow's game.

"All the games in the conference are obviously big, but you
definitely look forward lo those
that hurt a little bit more last
year," Taylor said. "We'll definitely be ready and have a little
bit of revenge on our minds."
"But it's a game like any other
game, and we'll go out there
with the same game plan to
win, "she said.
The game has taken a more
eerie lone. Last season, OU
lost a lough game lo Buffalo
at home just days before they
traveled lo BG and won.
Pregame Notes:

BG vs. Ohio
A history of MAC lllfMMI
Last season, the Falcons wen!
15-1 in MAC play en route to
the conference championship.
A tuts of ntvanga: Ohio was
the only team in the MAC to
beat BG last year. The Bobcats
snapped BG's 18-game winning
streak at Anderson Arena.
B« thora: Tomorrow's contest
will be BG's "Pack the House
Challenge" attendance game.
See WOMEN | Page 7

1991—Ric Flair wins the
NWA/WCW wrestling title.

The List
The college basketball season
has been fun so far. Today,
we're listing the top five
freshmen in the country.

I.O.J.Mayo(USC):
Hes averaging 20.1 points a
game.

2. Eric Gordon
(Indiana): Gordon's been
on highlight films quite a bit
this year.

3. Michael Beasley
(Kansas State):
He leads his team in almost
every stat category.

4. Derrick Rose
(Memphis): Hes been
great on an undefeated team.

15. Kevin Love
(UCLA): He's a beast in
the post fqr the Bruins. He
also leads the team in assists
with 4.5 per game.

Hockey playing for tenth win at Lake Superior State this weekend
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

Despite losing three of its past four
games, the Falcon hockey team
can reach a level not seen in this
town in nearly a decade.
By winning jusl one game this
weekend, BG could hit 10 wins this
early in the season for the firs! time
in 9 years. Back in 1998-99, the club
collected its tenth win 18 games
into the season.
This tonight's Central Collegiate
Hockey Association match againsi
Lake Superior State (2-12-4 overall.
0-9-3 CCHA) is the Falcon's (9-9-0,
6-6-0) 19th match of the year.
Though the Lakers are yet to win
a conference game this year, just
last weekend they tied nationallyranked Michigan State. The last
time the Falcons faced a weaker
CCHA learn, Northern Michigan
in mid-November, they ended up
splitting the series.
For this series, coach Scott
Paluch wants to make sure his
team collects four points and
doesn't falter in similar fashion
against last-place LSSU.
"Every game and every point is so
important in our league," Paluch
said. "Along with that, you realize

ing up in the production end,"
Paluch said. "He's been such a
good all-around player and a
very important part of our team,
but he does it kind of quietly. It's
really good to see him off to the
sophomore year he's having, and
1 think he's going to have an outstanding career as well."
Another player likely to have an
outstanding college career is Jake
Cepis. who happened to be Perkins
line mate in both Miami games.
Cepis lias just one less point than
Perkin so far with 17— nine goals
and eight assists.
"lake has taken advantage of
the opportunity because he's
been with some really good players, yet he's a player that makes
so many players around him
better.That'sbeen great," Paluch
said of his five-foot-six freshman
who ranks eighth nationally in
BRIAN BORNHOCFT , 'HI •
points-per-game.
POSSIBILITIES: II BG wins tonight, it will be the first time in nine years that they ve reached 10 wins this early in the season.
"That's what they want me to
do," Cepis said. "Obviously I'm not
how good every learn is. We want er 60 minutes of quality hockey bined plus-7 rating last weekend as going to sit here and say I expected
to concentrate on what we do well, this weekend. Sophomore James the conference's top forward and those points, but it's a great start."
and on the road we want to make Perkin and freshman Jake Cepis rookie, respectively. Perkin is curThe Falcons look to continue
sure we do that for 60 minutes."
bolh collected CCHA honors this rently tied with senior tri-caplain the great start as a team in 2008
The underclassmen on BG's week after their performances Derek Whitmore for first in team beginning at 7:05 p.m. tonight
squad will undoubtedly play a key against Miami.
points with 18.
and 5:05 p.m. tomorrow from
role yet again in putting togethPerkin and Cepis featured a com"It's good to see lames pick- Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
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Selig s upcoming congressional hearing stirs
memories of Landis, "Black Sox" scandal

THEBGNEWSSUDOKU

By Frederic J. Frommar
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Baseball
commissioner Bud Selig might
face a brushback pitch or two
when he testifies next week
before a congressional committee investigating steroid
use among players. But it will
be nothing compared with the
treatment that Congress gave
the sport's first commissioner.
In 1920, in the wake of the
"Black Sox" scandal, baseball
owners turned to a federal judge
in Chicago, Kenesaw Mountain
Landis, to reign over the sport.
Landis retained his judgeship,
leading to an impeachment
effort in the House by Rep.
Benjamin Welty, D-Ohio.
"What is to prevent (baseball
owners) from going into the "MOUNTAIN": Forme. Chicago federal
Supreme Court now and hiring judge Kenesaw "Mountain* Landis was
every member on the bench?" tapped to take over control of baseball in
Welty asked at a House ludiciary the wake of the 1920 "Black Sox" scandal.
Committee hearing on Feb. 21,
1921, according to a transcript. appointment of a new bellhop
"I think it affects the very soul of in that hotel across the street."
Welty alleged that Landis was
this government."
Selig is scheduled to appear neglecting his official duties for
Tuesday before the House another job. The attorney generOversight and Government al, A. Mitchell Palmer, had ruled
Reform Committee. Lawmakers that Landis violated no law by
want to know how baseball will holding both positions.
The owners paid Landis
respond to the Mitchell Report's
findings about the use of ste- $50,000 a year, but reduced it
roids and other performance- by $7,500, his salary as a judge.
They were looking for an ironenhancing drugs.
A similar hearing involving fisted ruler to clean up the sport
pitcher Roger Clemens and oth- following the scandal in which
ers is set for Feb. 13. Clemens will eight Chicago White Sox players
follow a long list of players who were indicted for throwing the
have also come before Congress, 1919 World Series against the
from Ty Cobb, Mickey Mantle Cincinnati Reds. The players,
and lackie Robinson in the 1950s including the famed "Shoeless"
to Mark McGwire, Sammy Sosa loe lackson, were acquitted in
court. Landis still banned them
and Rafael Palmeiro in 2005.
Landis took the impeach- for life.
A couple of weeks after the
ment effort in stride. On the day
Welty filed his charges, Landis hearing on Landis, a majorsaid, "I'm not worrying about ity report from the committee
this thing. I'm no more inter- concluded that his acceptance
ested in this than I am in the of the baseball job was "a seri-

ous impropriety." The report,
however, left it up to the next
Congress to investigate the
impeachment charges.
The House took one more
shot with an amendment in
December 1921 that would
have prevented him from holding both jobs. The proposal
was defeated.
The American Bar Association
did censure Landis, saying his
decision to hold bot h jobs "meets
with our unqualified condemnation as conduct unworthy of
the office of judge."
Landis stepped down from
the bench in March 1922, after
17 years as a judge, explaining,
"There isn't enough time to do
everything. I've worked hard.
I've been getting up at 5 o'clock
in the morning. I've had to go
without lunch for two weeks."
He became the longest-serving
baseball commissioner, holding
the job until his death in 1944.
David Pietrusza, author
of a book about Landis, said
the commissioner may have
resigned as judge because of
pressure from Congress as well
as the workload of the two jobs.
Ronald Rotunda, a law professor at George Mason University,
said the Landis case led the
ABA to adopt its first judicial
code of ethics in 1924, which
said judges should not do anything that would interfere with
their judicial duties. Although
judges can do outside work like
writing and giving speeches,
holding a separate job such as
baseball commissioner is not
allowed, he said.
Congress has taken an interest in other commissioners, too.
In 1986, Commissioner Peter
Ueberroth suspended stars such
as Keith Hernandez and Dave
Parker for using cocaine. The
suspensions allowed the players
to stay in the game if they donated to drug-prevention programs,
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3
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8
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HARD TIMES: Current MLB
Commissioner Bud Selig will again face a
congressional committee concerning
steroids in baseball.

performed community service
and, in some cases, submitted
to random drug testing.
Some lawmakers did not think
Ueberroth was tough enough.
Rep. Mike Oxley, R-Ohio, held
up Landis as a model — 65 years
after another Ohio congressman had tried to impeach the
first commissioner.
Oxley called Landis "probably one of the greatest commissioners in baseball." A lot of
people, Oxley told Ueberroth,
were "looking for something
perhaps of a firmer nature from
the commissioner's office if we
are indeed at war with drugs."
Ueberroth, who now heads
the U.S. Olympic Committee,
responded that Landis was
operating in a far different time.
A lifetime ban of the players for
drug use, he said, "would be
overturned in seven minutes
and it would have looked like a
joke.... The truth is, they didn't
deserve banning."

Upcoming six-hour trip a bit of a hike for hockey team
By Ethan Mac-oc
Reporter

"Traveling is awesome. You do it in juniors

Both games of this weekend's
set against Lake Superior State
will take place at the Taffy Abel
Arena in Sault Ste. Marie, MI
— a six-hour trip from the BGSU
Ice Arena.
They will be Lake Superior's
first home game in over a
month.
The Falcons have done their
fair share of traveling lately as
well, however, considering they
made the trek to Wisconsin to
compete in the 2007 Badger
Hockey Showdown two weeks
ago. After this weekend, BGwill
have traveled over 1,600 miles
in the past three weeks.
"That's life in the CCHA,"
Paluch said. "Road trips are
good. It's a part of college
hockey, even a culture in col-

and learn how fun it is just to be with the
guys. You're away from school and you don't
have to worry about anything. It gives the
team a better focus because all you have in
mind are these two games coming up."
David Solway | BG hockey player

lege hockey, and if you go get to spend all your time with
back to the history of the the guys," lacob Cepis said.
league, we were a bus league "The whole team weekend is
from the start."
great, especially on like a 10Maybe so, but how have some hour bus trip or whatever."
of those high-scoring freshmen
Cepis and teammate David
been adjusting to their first Solway played on different
grueling college road schedule teams in the same junior circuit
this year?
last year in the United States
"It's always fun because you Hockey League. Their travel

experiences from those days
clearly carried over, as they
have combined to produce 15
points on the road this year.
Playing well after having to
keep focused and entertained
for hours at a time might seem
difficult for some people, but
Cepis and Solway both made
light of the situation.
"We've all got a big movie
collection to watch," Solway
said. "Different guys might play
PSP's, listen to their iPods, or
just hang out in different seats
and play cards.
"Traveling is awesome. You
do it in juniors and learn how
fun it is just to be with the
guys. You're away from school
and you don't have to worry
about anything. It gives the
team a better focus because all
you have in mind are these two
games coming up."
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

going to get the job done against
a team like the Golden Flashes.
Those types of games are not
what breeds success and the
Falcon coach knows this.
"When you defend, rebound,
get to the free-throw line," Orr
said. "You play together, you
play with a resolve and a determination, and you have faith, a
lot of great things can happen."
Like potentially starting
2-0 in conference play and
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"[The situation is| very
similar, eerily similar to last
year," said BG head coach
Curt Miller. "Right before
they played us they lost unexpectedly to Buffalo. Tonight
they lost to Kent State at home
unexpectedly. It's eerily similar to last year that maybe
they looked ahead."
While the Falcons are heading into the game with some
momentum after the Akron
win, OU is coming off a stinging 74-68 overtime loss at home
to Kent State on Wednesday.
Leading the Bobcats as they
try to get back on track will be
Lauren Kohn and Simone Redd,
who average 15.3 and nine
points per game, respectively.
"It's a big game for us," Miller
said. "They have a really, really
deep backcourt and a really talented, athletic frontcourt and
there's a reason that they're the
preseason favorites."
While the Bobcats have a
7-7 record, they're right atop

the MAC in a number of categories. At just over 70 points
per game, they rank third
in the conference in scoring.
They're the best team in the
conference when it comes to
three-point shooting (.391)
and defense of the three (.280).
They're also one of the MAC's
best rebounding teams.
BG is 13-3 and is atop the
MAC in a number of categories.
They're first in scoring (72.2
ppg), scoring margin (+12.3),
field goal percentage (.449),
free throw percentage (.747),
turnover margin (+4.93) and
assist to turnover ratio (1.04).
Also, BG will be participating in a nationwide competition called the "Pack the
House Challenge" for tomorrow's game. 80 percent of the
Division I women's basketball
teams have signed on. The goal
is for the participating teams to
select one home game on their
schedule and try to beat their
all-time attendance record or
the best attended game from
the 2006-07 season. BG's alltime record is 4,013 during the
1992 season.

FALL 2008 LEASING
i i'Ml SKIN III' r/OOAY! UNITS GOING I AM

tf

(308,314.318.324.326.328.330 Campbell Hill Rd.)
• 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
• Furnished
• A/C, dishwasher, garbage disposals,
microwaves
• Washer & dryer

Heinz Apartments
tf

Find A Place To Call Home

¥

www.preterredproper1lesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Newly Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed]
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

419-352-9378
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™» moreB Sudoku and win prizes at-

Preferred
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Campbell Hill Apartments

earning two crucial wins over
division opponents.

530 S. Maple St.
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Check It Out!

Win* and IOSMS: Last year
was a tough in-conference
season for BG. They posted a
3-15 record. So far this season.
they're 1-0.
Rarant history with Kant:
The Falcons played Kent State
twice last year, losing both times.
62-61 and 77-64. respectively.
Saturday's tlpoff tima: 7 p.m
at the MAC Center.

OFFICE HOURS
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

BG vs. Kent State
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(808 N. Enterprise St.. 424 Frazee Ave.)
• 3 bedroom
• Furnished
• A7C fireplaces, microwaves
• 2 baths
• FREE wireless internet

Mercer Manor Apartments
(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• 3 bedroom
• Furnished
• A7C, fireplaces, dishwasher,
microwaves, and garbage disposal
• 2 baths
• FREE wireless internet

Stop by the office for our current listings of available units!
We're looking to break last season's single-game attendance
record aa part of an NCAA-wide competition...be therein
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WEEKEND PUNS
LOCAL
Howard's Club H
This Saturday night.

Kings of the
Commercials:
FOOD AND BEVERAGE

Resonant Soul will perform
along with Dying to Know
Doors open at 9 p.m. with a
small cover charge.

Nate and Wally's
Fishbowl
Tonight at 10 p.m.. Toledo

1

BURGER KING
Hands down. Burger King has
consistently had the funniest
commercials on television. We
all fell tn love with the King's
creepiness and his ability to
deliver joy. hot meals and
astounding athletic performances. The Whopper family
values ads take a hilarious look
at the trials of hamburger
adolescence. The Whopper
Sr. to Whopper Jr. sex talk is a
brilliant satire and borderline
inappropriate for daytime television. It's almost as brilliant as
the Whopper freak out commercials. Burger King took it to
a new level when they punked
customers on candid camera.
The commercials realty illustrate
how much America really does
love the Whopper.

2

SONIC
Keeping it simple. Sonic
commercials amuse viewers with its witty dialogue.
Two satisfied customers, who are absorbed in
thought, dissect Sonic's
offerings from the front
seat of their car in the
Sonic parking lot. This
commercial leads me to
believe that if I go to Sonic
not only will I have a tasty
meal, but revelation too.

...937
WENDY'S

3

BUD LIGHT
Budweiser has always been
on the forefront of funny
commercials. The commercials suggest Bud Light is so
captivating that its fans will
go as far as installing rubber floors, teach their dogs
to fetch beer and rig their
fridge for automatic beering. My favorite, and most
recent, are the "dude" commercials. It really shows the
versatility of the word and is
an accurate portrayal of Bud
Light drinkers.

4
5

CAPTAIN
MORGAN
JACK LINKS
BEEF JERKY
By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

fe

ONLINE: Check out Freddys blag at
http://feastingwithfreddy blogspot com

What happened? They went from "Where's the Beef-" to "What the hell?"
Their new commercials feature a bunch of people doing ridiculous things,
like kicking trees in a forest, and a guy with bright red braided pigtails who
realizes bow stupid they are. Then, they decide they should get a burger
from Wendy's. I get that the red pigtails represent Wendy, but it's really
strange, as if Pippi Longstocking took a few shots of testosterone.

jam band Boggie Matrix
Mechanism will perform at

VICTORIA THOMPSON | FOP THE BG NEWS

Nate and Wally's.

TOLEDO AREA
Toledo Symphony
Presents: "A New
Year in Vienna"
This program
re-creates the New Year
Day's concert held annually
in Vienna, featuring familiar
music from Mozart and
the Strauss family. Held at
the Toledo Museum of Art
Peristyle and led by Stefan
Sanderling, performances
will be tonight and

!

tomorrow at 8 p.m. with
a matinee at 3 p.m. on

;

Sunday. Tickets range from

■

S24-S51 and student

•

discounts are available.

Tuesdays with
: Morrie
■

Tonight and tomorrow at

.

8 pm., The Village Players

;

Theatre will perform

|

Tuesdays with Morrie. one

I

of author Mich Albom's

!

most popular works. Tickets

;

are $14 for adults and $12
for students. For more

I

Bill's Hill survives
R0TTENT0MATOESC0M

information, call
(419)472-6827

INCOMING BABY: Ellen Page and Michael Cera share a parental moment in the new
teen pregnancy movie Juno.

Movie makes teen
pregnancy funny after a
By A.ron H.lff.rich

Reviewer

ELSEWHERE
Ann Arbor Swing
Dance Association
No partner is necessary
for this Swing Dance Party
held at 8:45 p.m. tonight
as well as every Friday.
Dances include Charleston.
Balboa and East Coast
Swing. A beginners lesson
starts at 8 p.m. and
admission is $5.

rf^t
Check out more
movie reviews
and a video game
review online at
www.bgnews.com!

THEY SAID IT
"Solutions are not
the answer."
-Richard
Nixon

Juno. No, she's not named afler
the cily in Alaska, and she definitely does not like when people
take life seriously.
The title character of 2007s
most delightful comedy, luno, is
more than a handful of original
laughs and a magnetic charisma. With an offbeat personality that immediately wins our
hearts, the pregnant 16-year-old
main character pleasantly helps
her audience navigate through
the many tough decisions and
ultimately grown-up situations
thai she inevitably faces and
presents to the world.
It's not easy to understand
luno, or maybe it's just apparent in the way she thinks about
herself. At first, the modern-day
heroine comes off as another
sassy teenager who just got herself in a heap of trouble. In her
newly discovered pregnancy
with a friend she believes to
the one she loves,
this 16-year-old's
life seems to
| be completely
disjointed. Still,
with the help of
her friends and
the understanding of her parents, luno has
decisions
to make

on getting out of her situation
the best way possible. As )uno
claims, "I'm already pregnant,
so what other kind of shenanigans could I possibly get into."
It may have helped that the
dialogue was so rich and original, but the performance by
Ellen Page as luno is unquestionably ingenious. Here's a
character who could have lost
her friends, the support of her
parents, and even a chance
at her own life. Still, by the
power of her sarcastic attitude
and buoyant outlook, Juno
defends how it is possible to
create something special out
of something that is otherwise
taken as devastating.
It's remarkable to see such an
upbeat and jovial comedy with
such significant characters and
an important purpose. When
dealing with its taboo themes,
luno creates a world that sees
things as easily as they should
be taken. Juno's, parents are a
perfect example of the film's
expression of love, acceptance,
and understanding. Seeing
how strong the relationships
are and how happy they make
us feel, we wonder why our own
lives even get so serious in the
first place, luno reminds us that
there is nothing more simple
than an undying respect or
love for one another even when
things might seem so bleak.

VITAL STATS
■ Four stars out of four |
Letter Grade: A
■ Rated PG-13 for mature
thematic material, sexual
content and language.
■ Runtime: 92 min.
■ Starring Ellen Page.
Michael Cera, Jennifer
Gamer, Jason Bateman,
and J.K. Simmons.
■ Directed by Jason Reitman

four decades of
blustery weather
and the brave
students who

By Alias* O'Naill
Reporter

take sledrides

When winter rolls around and snow covers the ground, hills are
often packed with kids of all ages riding on sleds. Unfortunately,
Bowling Green isn't exactly known for its variation in landscape.
The town boasts a grand total of two hills ideal for sledding, one
of which is conveniently located on the University campus.
"Bill's Hill" is a man-made hill located next to Doyt Perry
football stadium that was nicknamed after former University
president William lerome. lerome became president of the

down one of the
two hills in BG

See SLED | Page 9

New Years
lip-locking
pressure
By Jordan Crav.ni

Guest Reporter

3&
"Everybody else
was doing it... It

It's never too early to begin
planning — planning for
was peer pressure
potential candidates for
2009's New Year's kiss that is.
straight up."
As the ball begins to
Kurt Eyman | Senior
descend each year, party
guests anxiously glance
around the room looking for only as big of a deal as a pera potential partner to kiss son makes it.
"I don't really think there
and save the "embarrassment" of having no one to is a lot of pressure...it just
ring in the new year with.
depends if you let people get
"I think the most pressure , to you," said Pamela Bryndal,
that people seem to face is a senior.
"The pressure may be inside
just the feeling of feeling
foolish or inadequate if they the person's head, rather than
are looked at right at that actually being judged by peomoment and they are not kiss- ple," Cragin said.
ing someone,'' said Dr. Becca
She also believes that
Cragin, an assistant professor because societal norms direct
in the Department of Popular people into couples, that this
Culture at the University.
creates even more pressure
Senior, Kurt Eyman experi- when it comes to the big kiss.
enced this pressure first hand
"Because you are supposed
to be in a couple, you are suplast New Year's eve.
"Everybody else was doing posed to have a kiss," she said,
it...It was peer pressure reflecting on the traditional
straight up," Eyman said, who views of society.
ended up kissing someone he
For another, resisting the
would not have under normal pressures of coupling off with
circumstances.
See KISS | Page 9
For others, the lip-lock is
1

Brand new
ario magic
returns for
intendo's Wi
By Gr.g Millar
Reviewer

Everyone's favorite Italian
plumber has a new game
out on Nintendo's hottest console yet. You probably shouldn't just assume
that Super Mario Galaxy is
a near-perfect game. Play it
for yourself and then you'll
know it's true.
What makes this Mario
game so great, you may
wonder. Mario's last outing on his own wasn't
exactly outstanding; Super
Mario Sunshine just didn't
impress many people in the
long run. The answer is simple: everything makes this
game great.
I won't go into details, but
the music, graphics, sound
effects, controls, and overall concept are a pleasure to
experience. The best thing
about Super Mario Galaxy
(and this is rare in video
games) is it's so fun you literally will not want to stop
playing.
See MARIO | Page 9
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Pulse's Golden Picks
Even if you don't catch the live press conference, the Pulse puts you in the
front aisle seat to this year's Golden Globe Awards.
CATEGORY

TANNEN GUATTA

JOE CUNNINGHAM

Best Motion Picture,
Drama

NO COUNTRY FOR
OLD MEN

NO COUNTRY FOR
OLD MEN
This is one of the best films of not
only the year but the past decade
It. is a true masterpiece we will be
talking about for years to come

This lesser-known film has been
earning strong buzz from critics
and should take home top honors

ANGELINA JOLIE.
A MIGHTY HEART

Best Performance by
an Actress, Drama

JULIE CHRISTIE,
AWAY FROM HER
Julie Christie makes a comeback
after being out of the limelight for
years as the Alzheirrter's patien!
who is forced to deal with the reality
that she is forgetting her husband
of fifty years.

Jolies heart-wrenching portrayal
of Mariane Pearl, wife of slain
journalist Danny Pearl, should
secure Jolie her second Golden
Globe win.

Best Performance by
an Actor, Drama

DANIEL DAY LEWIS,
THERE WILL BE BLOOD

DANIEL DAY LEWIS,
THERE WILL BE BLOOD
When Daniel Day Lewis does
not give an award worthy performance, it will come off as a shock
With Paul Thomas Anderson's
There Will Be Blood". Lewis
brings that same quiet intensity
that he bnngs to all of his roles,

Another small release, but Lewis's
performance as a greedy business
man in turn of the century Texas is
a standout..

Best Motion Picture,
Comedy

This year's quirky indie-comedy
is also one of the best movies of
the year. With excellent acting
from its talented cast, including a
breakthrough role for Ellen Page.
and Oscar-worthy script from
first-timer Diablo Cody combine
for one of the more pleasant film
experiences in recent memory

It is almost too close to call
between "Hairspray" and "Juno
but at a time when musicals are
gaining popularity again the edge
goes to "Hairspray".

University in 1963 and remained
in the position until Dr. Ilollis
Moore took over in 1970. BGSU
saw many changes throughout
Jerome's time as president, one
of which was the construction of
the interstate that is now located
in front of the football stadium.
According to former BGSU
men's soccer coach and qurrent
curator at the Athletics Archives
and Museums at BGSU, Mickey
Cochrane, "Bill's Hill" was created with the excess from the
interstate construction process.
"There was a six million dollar building program while Bill
leromewaspresident," Cochrane

sledding down University Hill.
"I broke my tailbone there!"
she remembered. "I was on an

KISS

MARIO

rassment" of not having
a kissing partner, yet even
another stress is thrown on
the table — how long is too
long?
"If everyone is done celebrating and they are still
kissing it's probably too long,"
Dunifon said, who is an advocate of the peck kiss.
"I can take the peck...the
closed
mouth kiss, but
i don't need to see people
going around making out,"
she said.
Bryndal
had
similar
thoughts on the matter.
"There's really no New Year's
make out kiss," Bryndal said,
who also believes the kiss
should he short and sweet.

From Page 8

From Page 8
lust like in Super Mario 64,
Mario has to collect stars in
order to save Princess Peach
from Bowser. That's about as
far as the story goes, then off
you go to many different galaxies (each with a different
theme) to gather stars.
Super Mario Galaxy feels like
a 3-D version of Super Mario
Bros. 3 or Super Mario World.
Most of the time you have to
run, jump, throw, stomp, and
spin your way to the end of
unique levels to be rewarded
with a star. Every level has
something new, challenging,
and fun.
Treat yourself and buy Super
MarioGalaxy when you get the
chance because yes, I have to
say it again, this game is the
very definition of fun. Move
over, Link and Samus; Mario is
making history as the best Wii
game to date.

strangers when the clock
makes its final ticks each
year comes easily.

"During New Year's there
are always so many of us, I
never felt the need to go up to
' anyone and kiss them," said
Nicole Dunifon, a junior.
Dunifon has never had a
New Year's kiss, but has a
good reason for abstaining
thus far.
"If I had a boyfriend and he
was there, I would definitely
kiss him," she said.
But it's not always committed couples who lock lips at
midnight; sometimes complete strangers find each
other in the moment, which
was the case for Eyman.
"Last year I met her for the
evening and I have not talked
to her since," Eyman said of
last New Year's kiss.
If able to avoid the "embar-

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008.
Amanities included in many of our houses:

JUNO

HAIRSPRAY

inner tube and I hit a bump near
the end of the hill. I flew straight
up and landed smack on my
backside. I was in 10th grade
and I had to sit on an inflatable
ring for the rest of the year. Talk
about embarrassing!"
In addition to Bill's Hill or
University Hill, there is a hill in
town that many people enjoy
sledding down. Conneaut Park
boasts the second sledding hill
in Bowling Green and was previously the site of the old water
wells and the reservoir system
that supplied drinking water to
the city.
"Conneaut Hill was the 'baby
hill,'" Osborn said. "But yes. it
was a great place to sled. So popular, in fact, that they put in a
parking lot!"

remembered. "They built aboui
seven buildings like the library,
stadium and the ice arena."
Statey Osborn is an instructor in Children's and Adolescent
Literature at the University and
grew up in the city of Bowling
Green. Osborn said that she
never knew the hill by the stadium was nicknamed "Bill's I lill"
because they always called it
University Hill.
"University Hill was the 'it
place' to sled when we were kids,"
Osborn recalled. "Well, actually, Fort Meigs (in I'errysburg)
was THE place, but in B(! it was
University Hill."
Osborn has fond memories of

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 arid 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

GREENBHAR, MC

BEGINS IN 6 WEEKS!
COID REMEDY
WiNTERIZE II NEW TIRES I MECHANICAL! OIL CHANGE
■

OH

$

Valued at $13.91 If only ,

20 H& W

FREE
Heating System
& Anti Freeze
Test

Any 4 Tires

ia
c_ on« oaoMffl tfftr aaau on jJ,

j ^Mechanical
Service

i with Tire Rotation*
tWJO: INM in 10WJ0 fniiW
IntJud.m FREE Inspoctl

,'i nmimrM"

352-5788 effrAcross from ALDI

I Centrals King 3115 King Rd
419842-8473
iMaumee
532HlirwAve
41*893-7242
IPenysburg
25998 NDcosHwy 41M7M911
Iwoodville
ISylnna

SBSWHRM

5832

MCTI-M SI

419*98-1863
419882-6984

Fremont©
West Toledo
North Tome
South Toledo
f'jn«hnPirt

1925 W Sole Si
2779 W Centra
222 W Aleus
750 S Reynolds
5022MonroeSI

419-332-3261
419479-7010
419476-7121
419535-3033
419-475-4671

Holland
Truck 1 Firm
BowtingGreen
Monroe. Michigan

7171 Orchard Cntr
532 linos AM
999SUa«St
1986 N Telegraph

419861-1919
419891-7973
419352-5768
800-498-6009

VISIT US ON THE WEB 3 th.lir.rn.ncoi

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

%AM>

THE LION KING
■tOADVAT'S

AWARD-WINNING

IEST

MUSICAL

CREAT SEATS AVAILABLE?
CALL
tkketmaster
(419) 474-1335

IN PERSON

stranahan Theater
Box Office
or any
ONLINE
Tkketmaster
ticketmaster.com
outlet

PREMIUM
TICKET PACKAGES
call tkketmaster

Taking Applications Now!

CROUPS
112 or mortl

Call (866) 314-7687

Tickets subject to applicable service charges. Performance prices, dates, times and cast are subject to change
without notice. SlnglerJcket purchases limited to 8 tickets per person Other restrictions may apply.

6 WEEKS ONLY! • FEBRUARY 21-MARCH 30
Stranahan Theater ■• Toledo, OH

fcssSd

lionkingtour.com

w

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

,ST. «*-r

■»

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue * Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Cow head in the mai
a bold MOOve, bad idea
Norristown, Pa. (AP) — A man
who mailed a bloody cow's
head lo his wife's lover has
been sentenced lo probation
and community service.
lason Michael life "understands that in a civilized society
a person cannot send a severed
cow's head to anybody," said his
defense lawyer, Henry Hilles.
Authorities
in
Lower
Pottsgrove,
northwest
of
Philadelphia, arrested Fife and
charged him with stalking,
terroristic threats, disorderly
conduct and harassment after
he allegedly sent threatening messages and pictures to
the victim between May and

September 2006.
The victim received a package
containing a cow's head with a
puncture wound in its skull on
lime 1,2006.
Police said Fife, 31, got the
cow's head from a butcher's
shop, claiming he wanted the
dried skull for decoration.
Instead, he mailed the head frozen, so as not to alert parcel carriers to the contents, police said.
The box became bloody after
sitting on the victim's doorstep
on a warm day.
Police were able to trace the
package and threatening emails to Fife, court documents
indicate.

Bounty on the
food fighters'
heads

Poop print
leads to
DUI arrest
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) — losue
Herrios-Coronilla, 18, drove
his black Camaro on the wrong
side of the road Wednesday and
crashed into the yard of a man
who owns four dogs, police said.
Police found crushed bushes,
a damaged fence, an inoperable
car — and a fresh shoe print in a
pileofdogfeces.
Following an odoriferous
trail down the street, Sgt. Dale
Gunter noticed a white van driving toward him. When he asked
the passenger to step out, he
noticed the smell of alcohol on
the man's breath and evidence
all over his shoes,
Herrios-Coronilla
was
charged with driving while
impaired and drinking underage and released on $1,500 bail.
He could not immediately be
reached for comment.

"My client did step over the
line here, but one can certainly understand his frustration,
given that the victim was carrying on an affair with my client's
wife," Hilles said.
Fife, of Hunker, southeast
of Pittsburgh, was sentenced
Friday to a program for firsttime offenders in which he
must complete two years of
probation and 50 hours of
community service.
If he successfully finishes
the program, his record will
be cleared.
Fife and his wife, who have
a young child, later reconciled,
Hilles said.

Columbia, Md. —The reward
for information wasn't much:
30 bucks. Then again, neither
was the crime: a cafeteria
food fight.
A high school principal's
offer to get students to name
the names behind the flying cheeseburgers was withdrawn after students questioned the propriety of paying students to snitch about
something so minor.
"A $30 offer might be tempting, but is it just?" student Paige
Eckley wrote in the Wilde l.ake
High School student newspaper.
No injuries were reported in
the Decemberfood fight, which
led to the suspension of at least
two students, officials said.

No reward money was
paid to students and Howard
County school officials are
reconsidering such offers,
school system spokeswoman
Patti Caplan said.
She noted that it "was
not just food being thrown.
There were water bottles,
trays and utensils."
Cash rewards have been
offered in the past for information leading (o those responsible for vandalism, graffiti or
theft, Caplan said.
The school is in Columbia,
about 15 miles southwest
of Baltimore, where homemade "Stop Snitching" videos
have been distributed on the
streets, threatening people
who cooperate with police.
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IVz Blocks From Campus
M
Studios &
1 Bedrooms:

The Des Moines Register.
The 48-year-old from Fort
Dodge says she has fielded more
than 70 telephone calls from
emergency room technicians,
nurses, school counselors and
even a Georgia man who wanted
to congratulate her.
'The.ad cost a fortune, but
you know what? I'm telling
people what happened here,"
Hambleton says. "I'm not just
gonna put the car for resale
when there's nothing wrong
with it, except the driver made a
dumb decision.
"It's overwhelming the number of calls I've gotten from people saying 'Thank you, it's nice
to see a responsible parent.' So
far there are no calls from anyone saying, 'You're really strict.
You're real overboard, lady.'"
The only critic is her son,
who Hambleton says is "very,

lowan newspaper ad
very unhappy" with the ad and
claims the alcohol was left by a
passenger.
Hambleton believes her son
but has decided mercy isn't
the best policy in this case.
She says she set two rules
when she bought the car at
Thanksgiving: No booze, and
always keep it locked.
The car has been sold, but
Hambleton says she will continue the ad for another week
— just for the feedback.

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®

[Now Hiring}

Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: Irom $435

.Hostesses, ScrvcrTcr Cooks j

CH, Pet! WlUlHI
On Sits Laundry
Prlvits Entrncs/nrrJe
Shtrt Term Leases Avail
418-35? 7691

"Totally uncool
parents who
obviously don't love
teenage son, selling
his car."
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Euripides tragedy
Gather in
Continental dollar
Ninny
Deep-seated
Due date, often
Service charge
Mural beginning?
H.S. junior's exams
Jackie's second
Journalists' grp.
Like a "loser by a nose"
Storms in teacups

Annapolis initials
"Hud" director
Protest-singer Phil
Slicks on a stick
Preserved for later
Go-ahead
Mo oi showers

47 Tell secrets
48 Philanthropists
51 Shortened wd.

52
53
54
56

28 Nag's complainl

57

29 Makes right

30 About, with dates

58

31 Messenger

32
35
37
39
42
44

Easy letters?
Plaines, IL
Dolt
Skater Babilonia
Thumbs up
To the point

59
60
62

Extra
Peeves
Insect pest
Wow. that was
close!
Brain wave
charts, for short
Catholic mass
calendar
The slammer
Leg part
SE Asian war

63 Walter
Reulher's grp.

ANSWERS
N

50 Greek island

51
55
58
61

Jog one's memory
Barn bundles
Set atire
Wait on
Uncertain
Yammer

45 Sgts. and such
46 When to give three French I
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49 Code-cracking org.

33 She sheep
34
36
38
40
41
43

11
12
13
16
18
22
24

27 Horned hooter
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6
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15
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19
20
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25
32

Offend
Actress Falco
Desperate
Goddess of the dawn
Apparel
Break in relations
'acte
Close by
Cursor starter?

25 Baking potato
26 First name in faslballs
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Pedro's pal
Twixt
Precursor of the CIA
Qualified for a
patriotic birthday

64 Ironic opening-night
advice
65 Wheel spokes
66 Remainder
67 Street of stables
68 Under oath
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STI IAIQHT YEARS

, PISFHM€LLO'S
1
' 203 N. Main ft?.
*™* 352-5166
$5.75 Minimum

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS
S,
www.pisanelIos.com

*^,

Open Weekdays 4RM. • Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

For Rent
"08-09 S.Y. Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM
419-353-0325 9 am -9 pm
1 rmte. needed for sublease. Now
until Aug. $360 mo ♦ util Great
house on Crim St! 419-929-4929
2 Br Duplex Pnvate Parking 8 Patio.
Clean, Quiet. Close $560/mo ♦ Util,
419-352-1104

REWARD LostF chocolate lab. 12
yrs. old. Last seen Rudolph Rd S.
of BG, heading N, on Jan. 7 Purple
collar "Murphy'' Call 419-686-8022

Potting
the wrong
plants
ALTON, III. (AP) — A florist
is accused of cultivating the
wrong kind of potted plant.
Police and federal authorities said they found marijuana
and growing equipment in
an apartment above Kin/el
Flower Shop while responding
to a lip. At a house across the
street owned by leffrey Izard,
52, (hey found more marijuana
and growing equipment.
Madison County prosecutors on Wednesday charged
lzard with possessing marijuana with intent to deliver.
Izard says he made "a foolish
mistake" and that he's generally been a good, law-abiding
citizen.
Also facing the same charges
are Izard's three children and a
tenant of Izard's. All are free on
$15,000 bond.

Did you know...
Apples, not caffeine,
are more efficient at
waking you up In the
morning...
m-m-m-m apples!!!

From Only $490!

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

11

18

19

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartmints

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

10

''

'Meanest Mom' sells son's ride
Des Moines, la. (AP) — lane
Hambleton has dubbed herself the "meanest mom on the
planet."
After finding alcohol in her
son's car. she decided to sell
the car and share her 19-yearold's misdeed with everyone
— by placing an ad in the local
newspaper.
The ad reads: "OLDS 1999
Intrigue. Totally uncool parents
who obviously don't love teenage
son, selling his car. Only driven
for three weeks before snoopy
mom who needs to get a life
found booze under front seat.
$3,700/offer. Call meanest mom
on the planet."
Hambleton has heard from
people besides interested buyers
since recently placing the ad in

1

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
-Pets welcome!

227 N Prospect Triplex 1, 2 or 5
bdrm apts avail Parking inc Available Summer 08 419-308-2676

Help Wanted

3-4 bedroom houses
Close to campus S downtown
419-308-2456

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

3/4 Bdr Apt, 9 1/2/12 month lease
Comer 7th and High.
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525

Babysitter needed to care for girls
ages 5 years 8 18 mo, in our BG
home Spring 2008. Weds & or Fri.
afternoons. Excellent ret. 8 experience a must Contact
dschock@bgsu.edu tor more info

311 Ridge- 3 Bdm House
Avail Fall. $1,200mio.
419-352-5882

Mom of 3, ages 10. 8 & 5, looking for
sitter 2 days/wk/summer. occasional
eves now. In Perrysburg Please call
Angie 419-878-3484

4 bdrm house for rent 3 people.* 2
car garage. W/D, air condition. 138
Williams Available May 08. 1 year
lease. $1200 ♦ util 419-654-9512.
426 E Wooster, 3 Bdrm Apt.
Avail Fall, $950/mo. Util's Inc.
419-352-5882.

Office cleaning eves. 5-7 hrs. per wk
Own transp req'd

426 E Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm Apt
Avail Fall. $435/ mo. Util's Inc.
419-352-5882

Call 352-5335
Part time counter person needed.
Must be avail 3 to 6 Mon Ihru Fri. &
2 Sals./mo Please apply at Longs
Cleaners 1204 W Wooster

Buckeye Studio*
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV. Free wireless internet.
Call 419-352-1520

PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors lo teach all land, adventure 8 water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080, apply:
campcedai com
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

Duplex. Large 1 Bdrm. Avail Fall
Quiet, Clean $425/mo.
Util's Inc 352-5882
FOR RENT for the next school year
2 -3 bedrm. houses. 2 efficiencies.

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now hiring servers 8 hostesses at line
Japanese restaurant. Flex. hrs. only
15 mm from BG. Apply in person
419-893-2290 465 W Dussel Dr
Maumee OH.
YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
ACROSS AMERICA is now hiring
students who are interested in an entrepreneurial summer job experience
Qualified candidates will learn all aspects of what it is like to operate your
own business Last summers average earnings were $10,000. If you
are an outgoing individual, looking to
gain experience in the real business
world, please call 888-839-3385 for
more information.

1 lg. 3 bedrm. apt. Close to BGSU.
419-601-3225
Furn. rooms, 1 or 2 females in country home, includes house privileges.

2 full baths, pkg avail. $225 mo Call
Chariene 419-575-6499.
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M - F
wwwbgapartments.com
Lg 2 Br Modem Townhouse, Spiral
Staircase, Vaulted Ceilings. New
Kitchens 8 Bath. Garage, A/C,
$700/mo Call 419-352-1104

For Sale

Professors or grad. students Private
home in BG, Westgate edition, 4
bedrms, 2 firepl, all appliances, $300
ind. all util 419-352-5523, rv. msg.

Moving Salel Couch, recliner, misc.
turn., kitchen contents 8 sm. appl.
1002 Third St* 202 Fri. 10am - 2pm

The Ziygy House is looking for 1 or 2
females for '08-'09. Great location,
pets OK. 419-353-7374.
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

MTV SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE SPRING
MODEL SEARCH

419-353-7715 t*X

'VALID FOR FIRST

BREAK

CALENDAR

1000 RESERVATIONS.

